HER2 gene amplification in patients with breast cancer with equivocal IHC results
INTRODUCTION
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 protein (HER2) is a transmembrane receptor protein with tyrosine kinase activity, and signalling through HER2 activation promotes cell proliferation. HER2 is amplified and overexpressed in approximately 15 to 20% of breast carcinomas, 1 2 is associated with poor prognosis and is a predictor of response to chemotherapy and hormonal therapy. By specifically targeting the extracellular domain of HER2 with a humanised monoclonal anti-HER2 antibody, trastuzumab (Herceptin; Genentech, South San Francisco, California) in combination with chemotherapy, progression-free and overall survival of patients with HER2-positive breast cancer is improved. 6 Because trastuzumab is only effective for patients with HER2 gene amplified and overexpressing breast carcinomas, reliable determination of the HER2 status is of great importance. HER2 status is most commonly determined by assessment of the amount of cell surface HER2 protein expression and/or quantification of the number of HER2 gene copies in the nucleus. Cellsurface HER2 protein expression is usually detected by immunohistochemistry (IHC) using monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies, and results are generally scored as 0, 1+, 2+ or 3+. Scoring criteria have evolved over time, are semiquantitative and comprise the percentage and quality of membrane staining of tumour cells. Tumours with HER2 staining scores of 0 and 1+ are categorised as HER2-negative, 2+ as equivocal and 3+ as HER2-positive. The number of copies of the HER2 gene can be quantified by in situ hybridisation (ISH) techniques using DNA probes, analysed by either chromogenic in situ hybridisation (CISH; or silver enhanced in situ hybridisation, SISH) or fluorescent (fluorescent in situ hybridisation, FISH) detection methods. Concordance between IHC analysis and CISH, 7 8 FISH and CISH, 9e12 and CISH, IHC analysis and FISH 13 14 has been demonstrated in many studies to be high (>85%). Several studies have indicated that HER2 testing in the clinical setting is not optimal, and it is estimated that up to 20% of tumours reported as HER2-positive are in fact HER2-negative. 15 16 Equivocal IHC (2+) results are an important part of the ongoing discussion on optimising methods to assess HER2 status and comprise about 15% of samples in routine practice. 17 18 All guidelines require additional testing by FISH or CISH in equivocal IHC (2+) cases. The exact determination of HER2-status in the equivocal group is further complicated by the frequent occurrence of low-level HER2 gene amplification and polysomy in this subgroup. Polysomy 17 indicates the presence of more than two copies of chromosome 17 and is reported in 13e46% of breast carcinomas. In view of the importance of obtaining optimal HER2 testing results, we selected samples of 553 patients with breast cancer with equivocal HER2 test results by immunohistochemical staining (IHC2+, defined as weak to moderate complete membrane staining in more than 10% of malignant cells, according to the FDA guidelines). Subsequently CISH was performed to analyse and determine the distribution of HER2 gene copy numbers and frequency of amplification in the immunohistochemistry equivocal cases.
MATERIAL AND METHODS Patient selection
Tumours from 553 patients with invasive breast cancer with equivocal HER2 immunohistochemistry results (IHC2+) were collected in 32 community-based hospitals and academic hospitals. The immunohistochemical tests were performed and analysed in the laboratory of origin of the specimen, and material was sent to and analysed by one of seven referral centres by CISH; the Departments of Pathology of the University Medical Centre Groningen (18 patients), Diakonessenhuis Utrecht (27 patients), Deventer Hospital (seven patients), Erasmus University Medical Centre (77 patients), Leiden University Medical Centre (175 patients), The Netherlands Cancer Institute (140 patients) and the laboratory of pathology East Netherland (109 patients).
Assays and scoring of results
The HercepTest (DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) was used for IHC testing in most of the participating centres and performed exactly according to the manufacturer 's instructions; where alternative assays were used, these had been rigorously evaluated using control cases. All HER2 immunoreactivity was scored from 0 to 3+ locally participating centres, exactly according to the criteria specified by DAKO for the interpretation of the Herceptest and approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. For CISH testing, the SpoT-LIGHT CISH polymer detection kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) was used and conducted according to the manufacturer 's instructions. The scoring system was adapted from the protocol information from Invitrogen. The number of HER2 signals per nucleus was counted (at 4003 magnification) and categorised as non-amplified (<4.0 spots per nucleus), equivocal (4.0 to 5.9 spots per nucleus), low amplification (6.0 to 9.9 per nucleus) and high amplification ($10.0 spots per nucleus or clusters of spots in each nucleus). At least 30 tumour cells from each specimen were counted. For dual-colour SISH testing, the INFORM HER2 DNA and chromosome 17 probes and ultraView SISH Detection Kit (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson) was used and conducted according to the manufacturer's instructions. A single copy of the HER2 gene was visualised as a black dot and a single copy of chromosome 17 as a red dot. At least 30 tumour cells from each specimen were counted and the HER2/CEP17 ratio determined according to the American Society of Clinical Oncology/College of American Pathologists (ASCO/CAP) guidelines. Cases with a HER2/CEP17 ratio #1.8 were considered negative for HER2 gene amplification, whereas those with a HER2/CEP17 ratio $2.2 were considered positive for HER2 gene amplification.
RESULTS
Samples of a total of 553 breast cancer specimens with equivocal (2+) HER2 immunohistochemical test results were collected in 2005 and 2006, and subsequently retested by chromogenic in situ hybridisation (CISH) (figure 1). Using CISH, 77 cases (13.9% of total) showed high levels of HER2 gene amplification ($10.0 gene copies per nucleus), 69 cases (12.5% of total) showed 4.0e9.9 of the HER2 gene, and 407 cases (73.6%) did not show HER2 gene amplification (#3.9 gene copies per nucleus) (figure 2). Of the 69 patients with 4.0e9.9 HER2 gene copies, 23 cases (4.2% of total) showed HER2 gene copy numbers of 4.0 to 4.9 per nucleus, five cases (0.9% of total) showed HER2 gene copy numbers of 5.0 to 5.9 per nucleus, and 41 cases (7.4% of total) showed gene copy numbers of 6.0 to 9.9 per nucleus (figure 1). According to the ASCO/CAP guidelines, the interpretation of these results is that 28 (5.1% of total) showed an equivocal result (4.0e5.9 gene copies per nucleus), and 41 (7.4% of total) showed low-level HER2 gene amplification (6.0e9.9 gene copies per nucleus). In the analysis of this series of 553 cases, seven pathology laboratories participated, and each analysed between seven and 175 samples ( 
DISCUSSION
Reliable HER2 testing with results that can be categorised as positive or negative play an important role in guiding the treatment of patients with early or metastatic breast cancer. In a large proportion of hospitals worldwide, HER2 testing is performed using immunohistochemistry, and a 3+ score is considered HER2-positive; a 0 or 1+ score is considered HER2-negative. Equivocal HER2(2+) immunohistochemistry test results account for approximately 15% of all tumours and pose a challenge in obtaining a reliable test result. Here we have studied the CISH results for a series of 553 breast carcinomas tested as 2+ using immunohistochemistry, and 118 (21.3%) showed amplification of the HER2 gene ($6.0 gene copies per nucleus) by CISH. These numbers are in concordance with Chibon et al, 24 who analysed a selected group of 108 HER2 IHC (2+) invasive patients with breast cancer by FISH, and amplification of the HER2 gene was shown in 24% (>6 gene copies per nucleus). Recently Lebeau et al determined the HER2 status of both 500 core needle biopsies and the corresponding surgical specimen by IHC and FISH. In the HER2 equivocal IHC group, a higher percentage of gene amplification (defined by a HER2/ CEP17 ratio $2.2) was found in core needle biopsies (six of 45, 13.3%) as compared with the corresponding resection specimen (one of 26, 3.8%). 25 In an unpublished single institution series (Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Ziekenhuis/Nederlands Kanker Instituut (AVL/NKI), data not shown) of 128 core needle biopsies with an equivocal IHC test result (IHC2+), we found HER2 amplification in 20.1% when analysed by subsequent ISH. Low amplification was shown in 11.7% and high amplification in 7.4%. These numbers are similar to the outcome of this multicentre series and show no difference in HER2 status in CNB when compared with this study of resection specimens.
In situ hybridisation techniques are considered to be the gold standard for the assessment of HER2 status, as amplification can be quantified as an exact gene copy number. In this study, CISH analyses were performed in seven different pathology laboratories on tumours originated from their own practice and on tumours referred to them by other pathology laboratories (table  1) . Of the 119 samples showing HER2 gene amplification by CISH, 41 (7.4% of total) showed low levels of amplification (6.0e9.9 gene copies per nucleus), and 77 (13.9% of total) showed high levels of amplification ($10.0 gene copies per nucleus). Three laboratories performed only a limited number of tests (between seven and 27 tests); in the four centres responsible for the majority of CISH testing (between 77 and 175 specimens), HER2 gene amplification ($6.0 gene copies per nucleus) varied between 11.7% and 26.3%. High amplification varied between 5.7% and 16.6%, and low amplification varied between 2.6% and 12.1%. This variation in the amplification rate between centres could be due to the performance of the in situ hybridisation techniques and/or the interpretation of the selection criteria of an equivocal HER2 IHC(2+) score, and both techniques could further be complicated by polysomy. We analysed all four equivocal and 13 of the 16 low amplification tumour samples (data not shown) from one of the participating study centres (LUMC) by dual-colour SISH. Polysomy, defined as chromosome 17 copy number $3, was observed in six of these tumour specimens (35%). When the HER2/CEP17 ratio was calculated according to the ASCO/CAP guidelines, a discrepancy in amplification status according to HER2 gene copy numbers per nucleus and the HER2/CEP17 ratio was observed in four of these 17 tested samples (24%). Of the three tumours with HER2 gene copy numbers of between 6.0 and 7.0 per nucleus (low amplification), two showed a HER2/CEP17 ratio of 2.0, rendering an equivocal test result defined by both dual color ISH and the initial IHC test result. In these isolated cases evaluation of more tumor cells and possible of more tumourblocks is indicated in order to come to a test result with a definite conclusion, if possible, about the true HER2 amplification status. According to the FDA guidelines, these tumours would still be rendered as HER2-amplified. The third tumour with between 6.0 and 7.0 HER2 copy numbers showed 4.5 copies of CEP17 per nucleus, resulting in a HER2/CEP17 ratio of 1.4. This patient, according to the ASCO/CAP guidelines of absolute HER2 gene copy numbers of $6.0, would be eligible for anti-HER2 therapy, but based on the HER2/CEP17 ratio, no treatment would be indicated. The fourth discrepancy was observed in a tumour with 4.6 HER2 gene copies (equivocal test result) and eusomic numbers of chromosome 17 resulting in a HER2/ CEP17 ratio of 2.3. Solely on the basis of the HER2/CEP17 ratio, this tumour could be wrongfully rendered HER2-positive. In some cases of true HER2 amplification (HER2 gene copy number $6), the centromere of chromosome 17 is also located within the amplicon, and when HER2 status is determined on the basis of the HER2/CEP17 ratio this may lead to false-negative HER2 status assessment. This all indicates that in the assessment of HER2 status, not only a ratio but also absolute HER2 gene copy numbers should be analysed in order to minimise false-positive and -negative test results. The most important issue is how HER2 test results predict response to HER2-directed therapy. 3%) show >6.0 HER2 gene copy numbers. In the complicated pathobiology of HER2 amplified tumours, it is difficult to indicate the lower threshold of HER2 gene copy number that can make a therapeutic difference. Furthermore, it is not clear whether low (6.0e9.9 gene copies) or high amplification ($10.0 and more copies) is associated with similar response to anti-HER2 directed therapy. Dowsett et al studied the degree of HER2 amplification and disease-free survival in patients treated with adjuvant chemotherapy with or without 1 year of anti-HER2 therapy. 26 They show similar prognosis or benefit from adjuvant anti-HER2 therapy in subgroups of patients with either low (4# HER2 gene copy number #9) or high (>9 HER2 gene copy number) HER2 gene copy numbers. These included IHC(2+) patients with HER2 amplification by FISH (ratio $2.0). In this study, a trend was shown only towards increasing effectiveness of trastuzumab with increasing FISH ratio, but this was not statistically significant. HER2 targeted therapy in combination with chemotherapy improves disease-free survival for patients with HER2-positive breast cancer, and reliable HER2 testing is crucial in guiding this treatment. 27 28 The equivocal HER2 IHC(2+) result is responsible for high levels of interobserver variability. Our study contributes to the HER2 testing algorithm showing HER2 gene amplification status in a large series of HER2 2+ staining tumours (n¼553) and definitive guidance of therapy after reflex testing by CISH in 95% of patients.
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